On their return into court the foreman pronounced the terrible word which consigns William Palmer to a murderer's doom. " In the justice of the verdict every one who has followed these memorable proceedings must fully concur. Never was a crime more cruel, treacherous, and coldblooded ; never was it brought home by proof more cogent and irresistible. True, the evidence was circumstantial, but in some respects circumstantial evidence is the best. Where the proof of crime is assumed from the testimony of two or three who declare to its actual commission, there is room to doubt whether animosity, or a wish in the witnesses to screen so that, with but moderate talents and not more than ordinary attention, he could scarcely fail to be well educated in the rudiments of his profession. This was less than ten years ago, if his age be correctly stated at thirty-one. It does not appear that prisoner, and there the symptoms are repeated. He is not bilious, nor suffering from any complaint which should produce vomiting, and yet he is sick after everything that the prisoner administers. A servant in the place tastes some broth prepared at the prisoner's house, and suffers in the same manner for hours afterwards. "When the unhappy man dies, antimony is found in the blood,?a fact which science pronounces conclusive of its having been administered within forty-eight hours before death. Yet no medicine containing antimony had been openly prescribed, nor is it pretended that the deceased was in the habit of taking any such drug. In fact, the defence totally evaded the question of the antimony altogether. The counsel brought witness on witness to give their speculations on tetanus, epilepsy, and convulsions, but no answer was made to the evidence which proved that Cook had vomited for day3 without a cause, and that after his death a poison which kills by producing vomiting had been found in his body in a state which showed it had been recently swallowed. Can we, therefore, come to any conclusion but that the prisoner, a medical man, having this ding in his possession, and knowing its effects, had used it for the purpose of producing in Cook symptoms which might be confounded with those of ordinary disease ? For it is worthy of notice that it was not the interest of Palmer that his friend should die until the stakes and bets he had won were due, but that he should be ill and unable to receive them personally. Hence we find antimony used until Palmer has gained possession of large sums on Cook's account, and then, within a few hours, as soon as it became his interest that Cook should die, the first dose of strychnine is administered. Palmer's affairs, in fact, grew more desperate every day. The usurer who had him in his power was incessant in his demands for money. Palmer had forged his mother's name, the bills were due, and writs were out against both mother and son. Twentyfour hours might discover all; for, unless 450/. were paid immediately to Pratt, proceedings would be taken against Mrs. Palmer. Cook had won money at Shrewsbury races, and had it about him ; bets were due to him in London. That money disappears, no one knows how, and as for the bets, Palmer We will not, in this place, attempt to review or detail the nature of the evidence adduced on both sides, and upon which the jury were required to decide. Circumstantial evidence never became more elaborate or more lengthy, and the serious question that arises for the future will be, how far evidence of that nature, involving scientific difficulties, can be regarded as the foundation of a death penalty 1 But there is another question, which at this moment, we should not seek to avoid. The prejudice in the public mind against the prisoner was so far just that it had its origin in the natural detestation which is felt against great crimes. It was assumed that he had become an adept in the art of poisoning his friends? that his nearest relatives and closest companions were not safe from his power? and that no language could be strong enough to describe the cold, savage, and diabolical skill with which he had, more than once, executed his purpose. Now, if all this, and even much more, instead of one act of homicide, had been proved, we should be asked, if it would be wise and safe to abrogate the capital penalty, when so much outrage is by one man committed against the feelings of society 1 Must there be no opportunity for the strongest evidence of the public detestation ?DEATH ?
We think not. 
